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Indico Conference Customisation

Timestamps in the Indico Conference video - Customisation

The whole video is CDS, listed in IndicoFunctions and indexed in the e-learning collection.

More videos on:

- IndicoConferenceProgrammeAndAbstracts
- IndicoConferenceRegistration
- IndicoConferenceCustomisation

Title: Timestamps in the Indico Conference video

The whole video is CDS, listed in IndicoFunctions and indexed in the e-learning collection.

Frames jump to:

1:01 - Programme
2:28 - Call for abstracts
11:50 - Abstract submission
13:41 - Abstract Review
15:41 - The Judge's Role
17:23 - Registration forms' creation
23:34 - Candidate participant's registration/application
25:54 - Customisation of Indico pages - Layout
28:08 - Customisation of Indico pages - Menus
29:47 - Configuring Event reminders and import into calendaring tools

Material

Screen capture at the video editor's desktop with explanatory slides to separate chapters.

CERN video content owner

Pedro Ferreira for indico - Maria Dimou for e-learning.

Other information:

This video was made possible thanks to Alex Manzoni - University of Geneva Master's student in Learning Technologies.